data together under a common conceptual and technical umbrella and to make the data available for new operation or decision support application. Three intrinsic features of data warehouse are data integration, data completeness and decision-making support. Management of government is from top to down, but collecting data of government is from down to top. To support construction of four databases, building data center is becoming an important project for E-government. Nanhai city of Guangdong province is a leading the way of E-government in China, this chapter put forward the design of data center based on data warehouse technology for Nanhai city, this solution not only consider to provide data for high level four databases, but also solve integration, share and exchange of data in various departments of Nanhai city, especially devised application database based on data warehouse technology for better utilizing accumulated data. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The section 2 provides an introduction to the basic technology of data warehouse for reader to understand explicitly data centre design. In the following sections, data centre design of Nanhai city is depicted. In section 3, we summarize requirement analysis of data centre. In Section 4, we give the architecture of data center based on data warehouse technology. Section 5 gives some pivotal techniques of realizing data center. Finally, Section 6 gives the conclusion.
Data warehouse technology

Definition of Data Warehouse
A data warehouse is a subject oriented, integrated, non-volatile, and time-variant collection of data in support of management decisions. The goal of using a data warehouse is to allow businesses and organizations to make strategic decisions. According to the definition of a data warehouse, a data warehouse generally has following four characteristics. (a) Subject-Oriented Subject-Oriented means that the main objective of data warehouse is to facilitate decision process of a company, and within any company data naturally concentrates around subject areas, so information gathering in data warehouse is aiming for a specific subject rather than for the functions of a company. (b) Integrated Being integrated means that the data is collected within the data warehouse, that can come from different tables, databases or even servers, but can be combined into one unit that is relevant and logical for convenience of making strategic decision. (c) Non-volatile Being the snapshot of operational data on a given specific time, the data in the data warehouses should be stable. The data in the data warehouse usually be added, but it should rarely be deleted. (d) Time-variant Time-variant means that all the data within the data warehouse can be found with a given period of time.
Architecture of Data Warehouse
Data warehouses and their architectures vary depending upon the specifics of an organization's situation. Many architectures of data warehouse exists in the literature, According to study of Thilini Ariyachandra and Hugh J. Watson, Data Warehouse has five architectures: (1) independent data marts, (2) data mart bus architecture with linked dimensional data marts, (3) hub-and-spoke, (4) centralized data warehouse (no dependent data marts), and (5) federated. Other architectures tend to be variations on the five.
(1) Independent data marts This architecture is common for organizational units to develop their own data marts. These marts are independent of other marts. These marts typically have inconsistent data definitions and use different dimensions and measures, so the architecture is difficult to analyze data across all the marts. Figure 1 shows the architecture for independent data marts.
Source systems
Staging area Independent data mart (atomic/summarized data) End user Access and applications Fig. 1 . The independent data marts architecture (2) Data mart bus architecture with linked dimensional data marts A business requirements analysis for a specific business process is the foundation for this architecture. The first mart is built for a single business process using dimensions and measures that will be used with other marts. Additional marts are developed using these dimensions and measures, which results in logically integrated marts and an enterprise view of the data. Atomic and summarized data are maintained in the marts and are organized in a star schema to provide a dimensional view of the data. This architecture is illustrated in Figure 2 .
Staging area Dimensionalized data marts linked by conformed dimensions (atomic/summarized data)
End user access and applications Fig. 2 . The data mart bus architecture with linked dimensional data marts (3) Hub-and-spoke An extensive enterprise-level analysis of data requirements provides the basis for this architecture. Attention is also focused on building a scalable and maintainable infrastructure. Using the enterprise view of the data, the architecture is developed in an iterative manner, subject area by subject area. Atomic level data is maintained in the warehouse in third normal form. Dependent data marts are created that source data from the warehouse. The dependent data marts may be developed for departmental, functional area, or special purposes and may have normalized, de-normalized, or summarized/atomic dimensional data structures based on user needs. Most users query the dependent data marts. Figure 3 shows this architecture. (4) Centralized data warehouse (no dependent data marts) This architecture is similar to the hub and spoke architecture except that there are no dependent data marts. The warehouse contains atomic level data, some summarized data, and logical dimensional views of the data. Queries and applications access data from both the relational data and the dimensional views. This architecture is typically a logical rather than a physical implementation of the hub and spoke architecture. This architecture is shown in Figure 4 . This architecture is advocated as a practical solution for firms that have a pre-existing, complex decision support environment and do not want to rebuild. Based on business requirements, data is accessed from existing data warehouse, data marts, and legacy systems. The data is either logically or physically integrated using shared keys, global metadata, distributed queries or other methods. This architecture is shown in Figure 5 . 
Building of data warehouse
Building a data warehouse is only extracting the operational data and entering it into the data warehouse (Inmon, 2007) , which sounds simple. However, creating a data warehouse is more than that. Extracting data, analysis data, and presentation result are a complex problem. The major steps of building data warehouse are described.
(a) Data collection The very first step before you start to build data warehouse, the data source will be identified. You need to figure out what are the data that are required to be put into your data warehouse. The data in the warehouse usually come from a number of source systems. Most of the data have been stored originally in transactional databases. External data may be stored in spreadsheets or personal databases. In some cases, source data may be collected automatically. If new data are required, a suitable system may need to be built to collect them. Otherwise, only minor changes should be needed to existing systems. In all cases, the owners of source data are responsible for maintaining quality, and this may require substantial effort.
(b) Transformation & cleansing This can be the most time consuming part where you need to grab the data from various data source and store it into the staging database. In this process, data are usually restructured to optimize subsequent use for querying, reporting and analysis. This is often done in stages, in a data staging area. These data feeds need to be run on a regular basis to keep the data warehouse up-to-date. To minimize disruption to other systems, and warehouse users, this often has to be completed within a tight overnight time window. Task of this stage is very hard and time-consuming, and usually can be done with the help of ETL tools.
(c) Aggregation & analysis Selected data are taken from the central warehouse using query tools and processed to produce useful results. Often, the most frequently accessed data are first summarized and stored in data marts to improve response times. Additional performance measures are typically derived at the same time. Analytic applications may also be developed to help users get useful information.
Presentation is displaying results for end users, usually in the form of reports. Several different report types are normally needed to suit different types of user. The results might appear as text, tables or charts and could be viewed on-line, printed, published on a web server or distributed by email.
Tools of data warehouse
Developing data warehouse is a very complex and time-consuming task. In the process of building data warehouse, many tools can help developer to build data warehouse. According to purpose, data warehouse tools can be divided into ETL tools, OLAP tools, report tools, data mining tools, and database management systems (DBMS). These tools are introduced as following. Many materials get from official website of products.
(a) ETL tools IBM WebSphere DataStage delivers three key capabilities necessary for success in enterprise data integration: the most comprehensive connectivity to easily and quickly access any source or target system; advanced development and maintenance tools, which speed implementation and simplify administration; and a scalable platform that can easily handle today's massive volumes of corporate data. WebSphere DataStage is an industryleading data integration and transformation product that provides advanced development and maintenance capabilities for virtually unsurpassed levels of productivity. Teradata Parallel Transporter was designed for increased functionality and customer ease of use for faster, easier and deeper integration. The capabilities include: Simplified data transfer between one Teradata Database and another; Ability to load dozens of files using a single script makes development and maintenance of the data warehouse easier; Distribution of workloads across CPUs on the load server eliminates bottlenecks in the data load process.; The open database connectivity (ODBC) operator reads from the ODBC driver, which could pull data from any database; for example, DB2 or Oracle; Accessibility to myriad data sources via open standards is possible. SAS ETL Studio is a visual design tool for building, implementing and managing ETL and data integration processes from source to destination, regardless of data sources or platforms. In-depth data transformations are provided to efficiently meet enterprise data integration requirements and support business and analytic intelligence. It also improves quality management by providing impact analysis of potential changes made throughout the data management life cycle. SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) is a component of Microsoft SQL Server. SSIS is only available in the "Standard" and "Enterprise" editions. SSIS provides a platform to build data integration and workflow applications. The primary use for SSIS is data warehousing, as the product features a fast and flexible tool for data extraction, transformation, and loading (ETL). The tool may also be used to automate maintenance of SQL Server databases, update multidimensional cube data, and perform other functions. Informatica PowerCenter is a single, unified enterprise data integration platform for accessing, discovering, and integrating data from virtually any business system, in any format, and delivering that data throughout the enterprise at any speed. DB2 is a "Relational Database Management System" (RDBMS), DB2 is designed to make the storage and analysis of data easier. All access to and manipulation of data in DB2 is accomplished via SQL.
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Sybase IQ is a highly optimized analytics server designed specifically to deliver faster results for mission-critical business intelligence, data warehouse and reporting solutions on any standard hardware and operating systems. It works with diverse data -including unstructured data -and diverse data sources to deliver unsurpassed query performance at the lowest price/performance available. Teradata Database is a relational model database server produced by Teradata. Its data models are Relational, ANSI SQL Compatible, Full Query Parallelism and Balanced Performance.
Requirement analysis of data centre
Nanhai city of Guangdong province is the state-level pilot city for information-based. Consequently Nanhai city is listed as the pilot cities for Model Project of China's Egovernment Application. Nanhai city has successfully programmed and developed a series of E-government projects, including village management, finance decision-making, education, irrigation management, soil management, police management, etc, which vigorously promoted information-based construction in such fields as governments, rural areas, education, culture. With many system applications in every department, data exchange among departments, data share among departments and data integration application are becoming a big demand for improving greatly management efficiency and service standards. The relations of data provider and user for population data and for judicial entity data are depicted in Figure 6 and To solve data share and exchange among departments, establishing data centre is a prime method. Main requirements of data centre are summarized as following:
Realizing data share and exchange in the various departments, supplying data collecting, processing and loading from data sources to data centre, achieving centralized storage of government information resource, in favour of the higher level construction of four databases, offering integration application service for government, enterprises and citizens, Offering integration management for population information. 
Architecture of data centre based on data warehouse technology
The architecture of data centre based on data warehouse is presented in Figure 8 . Data centre is composed of six main components: data share and exchange platform, kernel database, support application platform, application database, data centre management platform, and data centre security platform. The very essence of the data warehouse is the flexible and unpredictable access of data. Thus, required is the ability to access data quickly and easily. If data is not efficiently indexed and users cannot access data rapidly, the data warehouse will not succeed. In addition, the data in the data warehouse needs to be able to be monitored at will. The cost of monitoring data cannot be so high and the complexity of monitoring data cannot be so hard that a monitoring program cannot be run whenever necessary. The data warehouse also needs to be able both to receive data from and pass data to the various departments of Nanhai city.
Data Share and Exchange Platform
Data share and exchange platform is made up of ETL (extraction, transformation and load) and data share agent. ETL is data provider for kernel data, which collects data from data source and load to kernel data. Data share agent deal with dispensing share data stored in kernel database into various departments that need data.
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Kernel Database
Kernel database of data centre is composed of four parts: population basic information database, judicial entity basic information database, natural resource and geography basic information database, and macroscopical economy database, which is organized according to user requirements and is maintained by administrators of data centre.
Support Application Platform
Support application platform is a secondary development tool possessed by data centre, main function of which is establish special database by extracting data directly from kernel database according requirements of application.
Application Database
Application database may be treated as data mart, which is composed of three parts: public service database, decision support database and special application database. Data Special application database is provided by kernel database and source database according to application requirement. Application database is organized according to requirements of decision-making, which is maintained by both administrators of data centre and department.
Data Centre Management Platform
Its main function is to manage and control data centre, including share management, exchange management, run management, log management, authorization management, backup management and recovery management.
Data Centre Security Platform
To deal with alarming and unpredictable security threats, data centre must consider security. Data centre Security Platform is a base of other platform that monitors and protects data centre.
Key techniques of data centre
ETL Technique
The process of extracting data from data sources and bringing it into the kernel database is commonly called ETL, which stands for extraction, transformation, and loading. During Extraction, the desired data has to be identified and extracted from data sources. Very often, it is not possible to identify the specific subset of interest; therefore more data than necessary has to be extracted, since the identification of the relevant data will be done at a later point in time. The size of the extracted data varies from hundreds of kilobytes to hundreds of gigabytes, depending on the source system and the organization situation. Just as the size of the data extraction may vary widely, the frequency at which the data is extracted may also vary widely: the time span may vary between hours and minutes to near real-time. After extracting (and transporting) the data, the most challenging and time consuming parts of ETL follow: Transformation and Loading into the target system. This may include applying complex filters; validating the incoming data against information which already existing in target database tables; comparing new data to existing data in the data warehouse, to determine whether the new data needs to be inserted or updated; computing aggregations and other derived data based on the new data. Generally there are three kind approaches of ETL: transformation-then-load, load-then-transformation and transformation-while-load.
Data Storage Technique
Data storage techniques is very important and complicated for realizing goal of data center, to support future decision support system, star schema for the warehouse is adopted to build application databases. Every application database is composed of several fact tables and a set of dimensional tables, the fact table contains a list of all measures and points to the key value of the lowest level of each dimension. Each of these measurements is taken at the intersection of all dimensions. Dimensions are qualifiers that give meaning to measures.
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They organize the data based on the what, when, and where components of a organization question. Dimensions are stored in dimension tables made up of dimensional elements and attributes. Each dimension is composed of related items or elements. Dimensions are hierarchies of related elements. Each element represents a different level of summarization. Choosing the appropriate fact measures for the grain in the fact table depends on the organization and analysis purposes. For example, the star schema for the contract data is constructed as shown in Figure 9 . 
Data Share and Exchange Technique
Data exchange is the problem of finding an instance of a target schema, given an instance of a source schema and a specification of the relationship between the source and the target. Such a target instance should correctly represent information from the source instance under the constraints imposed by the target schema, and should allow one to evaluate queries on the target instance in a way that is semantically consistent with the source data. XML stands for extensible markup language. XML was released in the late 90's and received a great amount of application. The XML standard was created by World Wide Web Consortium to provide an easy to use and standardized way to store self-describing data. The main benefit of XML is that you can take data from a platform, convert it into XML, and then share that XML with other platforms. Each of these receiving platforms can then convert the XML into a structure the platform uses normally and you have just communicated between two potentially very different platforms! So XML is adopted to realize data share and exchange. Data stored in the data source is converted into XML file, and then send it to data share and exchange platform, when receive XML file, data share and exchange platform again convert XML to structure data of kernel database, data stored in the kernel database is sent to application department in the same way, therefore, function of data share and exchange is realized easily.
Conclusion
In this chapter, definition, architecture, process of building and tools of data warehouse are introduced. Then Nanhai city E-government project is acted as example to illustrate the data warehouse based data centre deign. Relation of provider and user for data in various departments of government is given in detail. On the base of data analysis, the architecture of data center based on data warehouse technology has been presented. In our proposed method, XML technology is used for data share and exchange. The proposed method has already been successfully used in development of data center system for Nanhai city.
